Iread with great interest and a certain amount of perturbation the August Editorial by Laurie Goodman (1999) . In sharp disagreement with the author, I believe that rather than being the "most efficient means of advancing our scientific understanding" hypothesis-free data collection would be completely devoid of any advancement at all. It is indeed the hypothesis that "follows the data". No one would argue that a hypothesis springs de novo, but to believe that the data alone will formulate our further understanding is misguided.
Referring to the rendering of some monumental hypotheses as "discoveries of surprise," Goodman further neglects to state that they were testable hypotheses and tested they were. Goodman states that some of these more famous scientific discoveries "met with resistance" because of the limitations provided by the current hypothesis. Hopefully the truly profound discoveries to come from high-throughput genomics research will also meet with resistance, for what a dull scientific world we would inhabit without the vigorous scientific debate that now accompanies the advancement of knowledge. The challenges to any new hypothesis and its limitations will only strengthen our understanding in the long run.
As Goodman points out, working too hard to fit or bend the data to a hypothesis has certainly always been a problem, as long as there have been scientists with egos or underlings yearning to please them. But most scientists are aware of the danger of attachment to ideas, and this drawback has certainly never stymied creative minds and those willing to take a fresh look.
As the prime example of "hypothesis-free collections of data," Goodman sites the Human Genome Project (HGP). This undertaking was certainly not initiated "without thought for what these data might be used." Although we could not have envisioned all future uses, some were known at the outset. That this undertaking is "invaluable" cannot be argued, but this should not be confused with "at any cost." Although it is true that the price of a data point for many high-throughput assays is dropping, it is incorrect to assume that the cost will ever be zero. For this example (HGP) and all to follow, the cost should be deemed too great if the resource and curatorial efforts take precedence over the design of experiments to test hypotheses. I do not think this will be the case.
Perhaps Goodman's desire to dispense with hypothesis-driven science is born of a need to push current technological breakthroughs. Genome Research strives to be on the forefront of a revolution in technology, and this necessitates the defense of high-throughput methodologies. When we get over the excitement brought about by the avalanche of data, and it will only grow, the "era of pattern detection" will certainly be here. And exactly what will the era of pattern detection engender if not hypotheses? Some of these hypotheses will now concern which analysis method contains the most utility for the study of the genome and all biological systems. Many of these new hypotheses will come from an examination of methods that have already proved useful in other scientific disciplines. Other hypotheses will spring from perceptions impossible before the new era. Hopefully this era will not last too long if it prevents a new generation of young researchers from watching their own hypotheses succeed and fail through rigorous experimentation.
Editor's Response
The Editorial (Goodman 1999) Łastowski and Makałowski 2000) . We need never have fears of a dull scientific world.
Laurie Goodman
